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October 17, 2005 SERVING THE STUDENTS OF CSUSB FOR 39 YEARS VOL.39 ISSUE 2 
Aaron Sanchez 
Staff Writer . 
What began in 1965 as 293 stu-
dents looking for a higher educa-
tion, has developed into "A Legacy 
of Pride and Promise," for nearly 
117,000 current CSUSB students. I . 
Originally founded under the 
name, San Bernardino-Riverside 
State College, Sept. 28, 1965 
arked the beginning of what has 
become "A Legacy of Pride and 
Promise," as stated by the 40th 
anniversary motto that was 
unveiled prior to the beginning of 
the academic year. 
Qr. Albert Karnig in the 
Convocation ceremony, which 
kicked off the 40th Anniversary 
activities, said, "What you all do, 
regardless of your role, is give stu-
dents life oyportunities that they 
would not have otherwise." 
John Pfau served as the univer-
sity's inaugural president, and was 
in office from 1962-1982. The 
inaugural year of classes brought 
with it a total of 293 enrolled stu-
dents. The campus facilities con-
sisted of only three one-level 
buildings and a parking lot with 
320 parking spaces. Today's 
CSUSB library is named in his 
honor. 
Anthony Evans served as presi-
dent from 1982-1997. It was dur-
ing President Evans' term when, in 
1984, San Bernardino-Riverside 
State College officially became 
California State University, San 
Bernardino. 
In] 997, Dr. Karnig took over 
the leadership of the University. 
Now in 2005, CSUSB is in the 
midst o(great changes. 
The opening of the newly reno-
vated · Santos Manuel Student 
Union, is expected to occur later in 
the year, along with the addition of 
the new Student Recreation 
Center, located near the Cousoullis 
Arena. 
Currently, CSUSB accommo-
dates nearly 17,000 students, 
offers more than 70 traditional 
baccalaureate and master's degree 
programs, along with many other 
educational credential and certifi-
cate programs. 
Other new facilities that are in 
the planning stages, include two 
new parking garages, a new park-
ing services building, a new col-
lege of education building, and . 
also a new road to help accommo-
date traffic to and from the I·215 
freeway. 
Aside from future additions 
to the university, recent additions 
over the past five years have 
See Founding ofCSUSB pg 2. 
An Honest Mun 
Sara Folsom 
News Assismnt Editor 
"Good men must die, but 
death can not kill their names." 
-Proverbs 
Patrick McDonald, 61, who 
died of cancer onAugust 19,2005 
at his home in Redlands, will be 
remembered at CSUSB because of 
the way he lit up the university 
with his kind-heart, hard working 
attitude and dedication to his job. 
"I never lost the desire to be a 
police officer," said McDonald 
when first taking his position at 
CSUSB. 
McDonald was involved with 
police work most of his life. He 
egan his law enforcement career 
as an officer with the Glendale 
Police Department. Later, he 
moved up in ranks to sergeant and 
lieutenant. In 1981, he left the 
department and was lieutenant 
with San Francisco State 
University until 1983. 
Later on he worked in internal 
affairs and criminal investigations 
as the Regional Director of Loss 
Prevention for· Shennan-Williams 
Paint Company. McDonald then 
· oined Kelly-Moore eighteen 
months later as a vice president he 
was responsible for auditing, loss 
prevention, insurance, human 
resources, environmental health, 
and occupational safety for 1 8 
years. 
Within his two years of being 
a part of the university's police 
force, h'e updated the university's 
disaster awareness plan, and iden-
tified and reduced the areas on 
campus that were vulnerable to 
terrorists' threats. 
McDonald was also tbe uni-
versity's director of public safety, 
managing a department of 2 1 
employees, 15 were sworn offi-
cers, five dispatchers, and a disas-
ter preparedness coordinator along 
with a cadre of student 
Community Service Officers 
, His love for police work kept 
him dedicated to the police force 
.. 
. . 
Courtesy of the Campus Pollee Dept. 
In tribute to Officer Patrick McDonald. You will be remembered. 
on campus. 
"Pat was always the fiTSt per-
son to arrive in the morning and 
last person to leave in the evening. 
He would come in the middle of 
the night if needed," said David 
DeMauro, the university's vice 
president for administration and 
finance. 
He took to the students right 
off the bat, building relationships 
with them and was also eager to 
listen and help the students. 
"He was an honest man, true 
to his word," said Samantha 
Ramia, a student at CSUSB. 
He built a close bond with his 
colleagues and encouraged them 
to do the same with each other. 
"He probably was the most 
influential chief the department 
bas-ever had in its 40 year history," 
said Lt. Brian Bodily of the cam-
pus police department. 
"He always had an encourag-
ing word as you passed him on the 
sidewalk, and he developed close 
relationships across the campus," 
said CSUSB President Albert 
Karnig . 
McDonald always made him-
self visible and approachable on 
campus because he proudly 
walked or drove around the cam-
pus in his dark . blue uni.fonn 
everyday, even though it was not 
a requirement for his position as 
police chief. 
Even when he first took the 
position at Cal State, McDonald 
familiarized himself with the cam-
pus by living with his wife, 
Lourdes, in the campus residential 
apartment. 
He was truly dedicated to his 
work at the university and within 
his short time at CSUSB, 
McDonald's thoughtful down-to-
earth attitude touched lives and 
made a difference. 
It is because of this that his 
legacy will allow him to be 
remembered at the university for 
years to come. 
Lisa Hartley/Chronicle 
Floral tribute honors the 40th anniversary of CSUSB and stands in front of the Commons Building_ 
8 '1-·Percent D·one 
Lisa Hartley 
Staff Writer 
Remodeling of the CSUSB 
Commons dining facility, next to 
University Hall, took less than two 
months and many improvements 
were made to better accommodate 
the stuaents of CSUSB. 
Improvements to the 
Commons include; expansion of 
the building's seating, menu, and 
customer service. These improve-
ments make the Commons more 
efficient and easier for students, 
faculty and staff. 
To go along with the outer 
improvements, the menu selection 
has also been expanded. 
The new · menu for the 
Commons will feature offerings 
from: KFC, Pizza Hut, Taco Bell, 
as well as a Mexican cuisine, a 
. fresh Salad Bar, Grill items, Italian 
cuisine, made-to-order sandwich-
es, and The Pub. 
The Pub, which was once on 
campus, will soon return. All 
CSUSB members of drinking age 
can utilize The Pub. 
A Starbucks coffee house, 
which provides seating for 100, 
complete with a stage to be used 
for special programs and entertain-
ment, will also be located in the 
facility. 
There also are future plans for 
another Coyote Express conven-
ience store to open on campus, 
located in the new building. It will 
provide snacks, drinks, and school1 
supplies to students. 
See Construction: 
Donepg 3. 
Sara Folsom/Chronicle 
View of construction on the New Student Union. 
New U.S. Chief JUstice 
Taisha McMickens 
Smff Writer 
John G. Roberts Jr., at the age 
of 50, was confirmed by the Senate 
to be the 17th Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court on Sept. 29. The 
appointment for Chief Justice is 
for a lifetime. 
The appointment ends only 
when a Chief Justice dies, retires 
or is impeached. A Chief Justice is 
the head of the entire Judicial 
branch of government for the 
United States and earns an annual 
salary of $203,000. 
According to the White House 
Web site, Justice Roberts began his 
government career as a clerk for 
then-Associate Justice, William 
Rehnquist, on the Supreme Court. 
By 1982, Justice Roberts was 
an Associate Counsel to President 
Ronald Reagan. 
Some of his duties included 
drafting and reviewing Executive 
Orders, and reviewing bills sent to 
the President by Congress. 
After a four-year term work-
ing with President Reagan, Justice 
Roberts left the White House to 
work for Hogan & Hartson, a pri-
vate law firm in appellate litiga-
tion. 
It was not until 1989 that 
Roberts argued his first case before 
the Supreme Court. He was victo-
rious in arguing that particular 
double-jeopardy case. Justice 
Roberts has since then argued 39 
cases before the Supreme Court, 
whkh has made him an experi-
enced litigator, according to the 
White House Web site. 
Taking a step closer to·becom-
ing Chief Justice, Roberts was, 
nominated, and later confinned, 
for a seat 'on the D.C. Circuit by 
President George W. Bush two 
years ago. According to the White 
House Information Specialist, "Air 
Justices are nominated by flie 
President of the United States n 
then voted upon by both bodies o1! 
Congress." 
As a Chief Justice, Robert 
will preside over cases pertaining; 
to treaties, conflicts betwee 
states, and issues that arise about 
.. 
the Constitution or the laws of the 
United States. In addition, cas~ 
where the United States is a pa~ 
of conflict or citizens have confli'c 
with states, the Supreme Court wili: 
handle. 
See Chief Justice Roberts Plf • 
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ydrate the Mind 
Danielle Miller opening from the acting 
Staff Writer director/associate director, Susan 
, , ' . Li~n Long~ille. Throughout the 
• Water, how much do we drink night, the event had guest speaker. 
in. a day and never really think Dr. Albert K. Karnig, President of 
apout it? Well, there are people CSUSB, as well as the Riverside 
that have made a career thinking Mayor, Ron Loveridge. 
about it. The Water Resource Institute 
The water Resource Institute was established at CSUSB in 
had a banquet at CSUSB on 1999, with the help of faculty and 
Saturday, Oct. 8, to honor Arthur staff. The WRl is a research 
L. Littleworth, recipient of a and educational center that was 
Lifetime Achievement Award. established on campus to help the 
This is the fourth year that this University and the community 
institution has given a lifetime work together to solve many of our 
achievement award in water environment water related chal-
resources. lenges and concerns. 
' Littleworth is an attorney and The University and WRl have 
senior partner at Best Best & a variety of resources offered to 
Krieger, a firm in Riverside. the community and students 
Littleworth was honored with including, but not limited to , 
the award because he has helped library archives, conference series, 
make a huge impact on water primary and secondary education 
resources with his involvement in programs, oral history programs, 
many high profile water cases. campus speakers series, degree 
This event started off with an programs, conflict mediation, and 
Water Resources In "' 
Cal State. San Bernard1no 
Danielle Miller/Chronicle 
The opening ta ble fo r the Life Time Achie vement award night. 
a water resource 
journal. 
Joseph Lovett 
has a doctorate 
in Health Science · 
and Human 
Ecology and is 
on the, faculty 
council of the 
Water Resource 
Institute. 
Lovett said, 
"Students who 
are thinking of 
working and liv-
ing in the Inland 
Empire might 
think about 
careers steward-
Photo by Tito Caledaron/Commons. 
John Pfau, the founder observes construction on CSUSB. :I 
Continued: 
Founding of CSUSB" 
included the new Chemical 
. Sciences building, the new Social 
and Behavioral Sciences building, 
and also the Arrowhead and 
University Village on campus 
housing facil ities. 
state and international students, 
creating alternative sources of • 
funding for university programs, 
and a dedication to establishin~ 
new degree programs, specifically, 
toward offering a doctorate in edu 
cation. 
ing the most Danielle Miller/Chronicle 
fragile parts of Arthur L. Littleworth, the award recipient. 
Along with the addition of 
facili~es, Dr. Karnig announced 
his plan for revisions to the univer-
sity's strategic plan, · which pro-
vides guidelines for CSUSB's role, 
not only as an institution, but also 
its relationship to the community 
that it serves. 
Future events in honor of 
CSUSB's 40th Anniversary) 
include: the 40th Anniversarx2 
Gala, tentatively scheduled fo~1 
Nov. 5; the Alumni Awards o~ 
Distinction event, also sched 
uled for Nov. 5; the lOth annua.b 
Dave Stockton Coyote Goljl 
Classic which is scheduled for 
Nov. 7; the Water Resources· 
Institute Open House will be Oljl 
Nov.l6. 
our environ-
ment: plentiful clean water, pure 
air, and livable space. r 
"There is a place in water for 
nearly every university major at 
CSUSB. The CSUS B Water 
Resources Institute can help stu-
dents make that connection," he 
said. 
WRI has helped give scholar-
ships to CSUSB students in water 
resource studies for the pasted four 
years. 
There are three degree pro-
grams at CSUSB; the Bachelor's of 
Science Degree program in 
Geology, with a specialty in 
hydrology; a Master's degree pro-
gram in Public Administration, 
with a water resource management 
specialization; a Master's Degree 
in Environmental Education. 
CSUSB and the Wate r 
creating additional water resource 
studies programs and new water 
educational programs for students 
in grades Kindergarten to 12 in the 
future. 
According to Tianka Pharaoh, 
a psychology major, "all majors on 
campus should have programs like 
this one because it'gives extra help 
to individuals in that major, as well 
as being a huge motivating factor 
for students. 
"It's a great tool in helping 
involve and inform the community 
.. 
on 1ssues and problems with 
water," she said. 
For more information on the 
degree programs that are available, 
please contact the Department of 
Geological sciences the office of 
graduate studies. 
Those revisions include: 
increasing the diversity of the uni-
versity's faculty, increase the grad-
uation rate, providing a stronger 
commitment to recruiting out of 
For more information on the 
WRI, vis it the website at, 
www. wri.csusb.edu. 
Aaron Sanchez/Chronicle) 
A current pa n of the libr~ry envisioned 40 years ago. 
·-
-, ~· ~ 
·For the Record .i r 
In issue 10/10 there was an incorrect name in the 
photo caption in the Oliver Twist article in the Arts & 
Entertainment section. The name should have read 
Harry Eden as the Artful Dodger. 
If you feel the Chronicle has made a mis-
take, please feel free to contact Shayann 
Goins or Diana Reyes at 537-5289 ore-
mail sbchron@csusb.edu 
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Staff Writers 
Need an extra 
$36,000.00 a year? 
Vending business for 
sale. Sell $5000 1-800-
568-1281 or 
Vendingfriends.com 
Emotional Problems 
Personal or emotional 
problems? 
The community coun-
seling center, located 
in the SBS building on 
campus, offers free or 
low cost counseling 
services to students 
and staff and to indi-
viduals from the com-
munity. For more 
information about 
these confidential, on-
on-one counseling 
services, telephone 
Dr. Teyber at (909) 
537-5569. 
State Compensation Insurance 
Angelica Angeles, Aaron Becker, Amy Bickett, Patrice Davidson, Greg 
Dupree, Vcilerie Evam, Leticia Garcia, Erin Hinojosa, Stephanie Ikenador, 
Taisha McMickeos, Danielle Miller, Stephanie Mushrush, Aaron Sanche-4 
Melisa Schroeder, Becky Schultz, Krista Teter, Tanya 11bbo, Suyen Urbina, 
Know How to Draw? 
If you're ready to apply your knowledge and skills In the post-
graduation job market then toss your hat In with State Fund. 
State Fund/ the leading workers' compensation Insurance 
carrier In California, Is interested in graduates seeking 
opportunity and stability. We offer a wide range of positions 
throughout California, plus an environment that will foster 
your continued growth. 
At State Fund you'll find exceptional beneftts, professlona I 
training to expand your horizons, and many advancement 
possibilities. 
Learn how you can join us by visiting www.sclf.com or by 
contacting Human Resourcesat415-56S-1722. Then launch 
your career with State Fund and rise to new heights. 
C<~r•r o pportunitles 
may be available In: 
·Marketing 
·Communications 
·Underwriting 
• Claim~ 
• loss Control 
• Business' Servl ces 
• Custome£ Service 
• Legal 
·Information Technology 
• Finance and Accounting 
• Human Resources 
·Administration 
. ... 
Jude Whitton, Marissa Young 
Cbronicle Contact lnformadop 
California State University, San Bernardino 
University Hall, UH 037 
5500 University Parkway 
San Bernardino, Ca 92407 
Office: (909) 537-5289 
Advertising: (909) 537-5297 
Fax: (909) 537-7585 
Disclaimer 
The Coyote Chronicle is published evei)' Friday for distnbution on Monday 
during the academic session by the Department of Communication Studies, 
California State University, San Bernardino. 
The opinions expressed in the Ouunicle are those of the student writers and 
editors and do not reflect the views of the university, its administration, facul-
ty, or any other person or institution unless expressly noted. 
The appearance of any advertisement" in the Chronicle does not represent the 
Chronicle views. 
'The Chronicle reserves the right to edit all editorials submitted to the paper. 
Are you a cartoonist? 
The Op/Ed section of 
the Coyote Chronicle· 
is looking for an expe-
rienced cartoonist who 
is artistic and able to 
construct creative edi-
torial cartoons for pos-
sible publishing in the 
Op/Ed section of the 
Chronicle. If you are 
interested please call 
(909) 537-5289 for 
more information. 
Want to Place a 
Classified? 
$6 for 25 words. 20 
cents every word after. 
Call (909) 537-5297 . 
~------~-~ews __________ ~ 
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kyrocketing Prices; Up, Up and Away 
Aaron Sanchez 
Staff Writer 
Up, up, and away ... with the 
ew parking fees that are now in 
ffect for the CSUSB campus. 
University parking fees recent-
increased for the first time in its 
forty-year history. As of July 1, 
daily parking rates have increased 
from $1.50 to $3, monthly parking 
rates have gone from $12 to $22, 
and quarterly parking permits now 
cost $66, instead of $36 from pre-
vious years. 
Dr. Albert Karnig said, "We're 
'· JJlfased that we could go forty 
€ontinued: 
years without raising parking fees, 
but we need to take the next step to 
accommodate our continued 
enrollment growth." 
Enrollment at CSUSB has 
increased nearly 25 percent within 
the past six years. Enrollment is 
expected . to grow from nearly 
17,000 students, to over 20,000 by 
the end of the decade. Two future 
parking fee increases are in the 
plans for the future. 
The money that is generated by 
-this recent increase in fees will go 
to help fund two new, four-level 
parking garages that will provide a 
combined I ,500 new _parking 
spaces, to the 6,500 spaces that 
currently exist. A new parking 
services building is also a part of 
the project. 
Early planning has estimated the 
total cost of this project to be near-
ly $34 million. Construction plans 
are scheduled to begin in Spring 
2006 and conclude in Summer 
2007. 
David DeMauro, CSUSB vice 
president of administration and 
finance, said, "We are already at 
the point where we are at peak 
parking capacity, so we need to 
accommodate the growing student 
population." 
tJ.S. · Chief Justice John Roberts 
11 Accorqing to the U.S. 
COnstitution, the Chief Justice 
slla11 preside whenever the. Senate 
tlies an impeachment of the 
Jlfesident of the United States. 
Fbrthermore, the Chief Justice 
d~cides which opinion will repre-
~t the Court. The Supreme Court 
lMs the power to make decisions 
t~at must be upheld by lower 
&lurts of the U.S. 
CSUSB ~enior, Danielle 
·uer said, "It bothers me that the 
preme Court can control the 
er courts, because it is the 
wer court systems that really 
al with the public on a personal 
el." 
She added, "The Supreme 
urt can pass laws and they never 
t to see how it affects the com-
nity like the lower courts can." 
In other words, the decisions 
t are made by the Supreme 
~urt trickle down to the lower 
of these decisions impact our lives. 
These decisions not only impact 
our lives but the lives of our future 
generations. This is history in the 
making. 
Judge Roberts currently 
resides in Bethesda, Maryland 
with his wife and two children. 
For more information about 
the Supreme Court or Chief 
Justices, visit www.firstgov.gov or 
call 1(800). FED INFO. 
SUIIESTED ToPICS 
Reflect on the most profound moral dilemma 
1 you have l(!ncounterea and analyze what it has 
taught you about ethics ana yourself. 
Examine the ethical aspects or implications of 
a major literary work, a film, or 
a significant p iece of art. 
What is the relation between religion and 
. ethics in today .~ world? 
How can ethics transform f or the better a 
community, ~nstitution, or nation? 
What is the relationship between 
genocide and ethics? 
The Prize in Ethics Essay Contest is an 
annual competition for college students. 
Full-time juniors and seniors at accredited 
four-year colleges and universities in the US 
are invited to enter the Essay Contest and 
compete for $10,000 in prizes and the opportunity 
to meet Elie Wiesel in New York City. 
GUIDELI.NES Be ENTRY FORM 
~i!5.~AVAILABLE ONLINE·AT: 
·~~· .... www.eliewieselfoundation.org 
l ( 
DEADLINE: DEC. 9, 2005 
Some students, however, are not 
happy with the p~rking fee 
increase. Senior CSUSB 
Marketing Major, David Daniels 
said, "This parking fee increase is 
not fair to those students who will 
not even be here in the future to 
reap the benefits that my hard 
earned money is going towards." 
He went on to say, "Gas prices 
make it hard enough to afford 
commuting to the campus, and 
now they raise the parking fees on 
us. It's just not fair." 
Aaron Sanchez/Chronicle, 
Parking passes may be obtained at locations around campus. 
However, the parking fee 
increase will not affect everyone. 
Fees for union represented faculty 
Continued: 
and staff will be determined 
through collective bargaining. 
A change that has also been 
made to the parking regulations is 
that there is no longer a grace peri- ' 
od for parking enforcement. 
Parking enforcement will now be 
24• hours a day, seven days a weeR. ' 
I ~ • 
Construction:Almost Done · 
Lounges and seating areas 
will be located throughout the new . 
and improved structure. The 
lounges will offer a great place to 
hangout. 
New attractions are ahead as 
well for the new Student Union. 
Construction is 87 percent com-
plete and the grand opening of the 
Santos Manuel Student Union is 
expected by the Winter quarter. 
The expansions will more 
· than double in size over the old 
structure. 
The project includes renova-
tions of 22,000 square feet of 
space in the existing Student 
Union, and constructs an addition 
of 40,000 square feet 
Faculty and students can 
expect a lot from the new Student 
Union .. The building wi ll be a two-
story, wood-framed structure. 
Portions of the new areas will 
be btiilt on top of the existing one 
story building .. 
The new addition will compli-
ment the existing building in use 
of material and space arrange-
ments. 
The opening of the new 
Student Union will help alleviate 
congestion that the Mt. View Plaza 
is experiencing during construc-
tion. 
Other features to look forward 
to in the new Student Union build-
ing include: game room, with 
video games and pool tables; 14 
meeting rooms; a 180-seat theatre; 
a 900-seat event center. There is 
also a 1,200 sq ft. room fqr clubs 
and organizations to utilize. 
David DeMauro, Vice 
President for Administration and · 
Finance, had the vision and 
planned this project. 
He was the person who put 
together the task force that made 
this project a reality, as well as 
Rich Hebert, project manager and 
another integral member in the 
. 
Commons remodeling project. 
Many major projects are 
either in the planning, design, o~ ·· 
construction phase. 
You can't miss all the con-, 
struction that is taking place walk.," 
ing around the University. These 
construction sites· are upgrading 
struct].lres and making buildings 
better for the faculty, st;tff, and stu-
dents of CSUSB. . 
Parking Services on campus is 
also making improvements . • 
Future. projects include: construc-
tion of a new parking structure and. 
building, and improvement to the 
existing campus parking lots. 
Other construction to watch 
out for is the new Chemical 
Science building, and the expan-
sion of the Student Recreation & 
Fitness Center. 
These are just two projects in 
, the works but many other projects 
are scheduled for future construc-
tion. 
Sara Folsom/Chronicle 
The side view of construction on the Santos Manuel Student Union getting close to completion. 
Need More Money 
For College? 
If federal loans aren't enough, 
or you don't qualify for federal· 
loans, apply for~ Wells Fargo 
alternative student loan to 
meet college costs. Alternati'{e 
loans can he I p you pay for 
tuition, books, and other 
college expenses. 
Wells Fargo ~lternatlve 
loans offer: 
The Next Stage® 
• No origination, disbursement. • Affordable interest rates 
or repayment fees 
• Generous repayment 
• No payments while in Incentives to save you 
school (for most loans) money 
Use Wells Fargo's interactive Student Loan Selector to 
find the loan that's best for you, and apply today! 
wellsfargo.com/special •· keyword: Loan Selector 
1-800-658-3567 
~I 
Read the 
Chronicle 
Look for the 
latest issue r , 
I 
on news f 
t 
. f 
stands every t 
Monday. · 
~----- --- ~-__............. ........... 
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·.fraternity Brings Awareness to CSUSB Students 
. 
Amy Bickett plays a big role in alcohol con- influence bad decisions. 
Staff Writer sumption." Chavez answered many ques-
David Chavez, the main tions from students concerning 
Root beer flowed like water at speaker and fraternity member hangovers and responsible drink-
a meeting designed to inform stu-
<!ents about the dangerous effects 
of alcohol consumption .. 
said, "There are a lot of stereo- ing. 
types associated with fraternities. Chavez said that the most 
The members of the Delta 
Sigma Phi fraternity held a unique 
meeting concerning alcohol, root 
beer keg included. The meeting 
took place on Tuesday, Oct. 11, in 
the Sycamore room. 
The meeting was designed to 
dispel fraternity stereotypes about 
alcoholism. It also informed fellow 
. students about the effects of drink-
in g. 
"College students are sur-
rounded by parties and alcohol 
constantly. Knowing your limits is 
very important," said Thomas 
,Cooks, a fraternity member and 
,attendee. 
He added, "Responsibility 
People think we only drink and 
party. We do a Jot more. We do 
know how to enjoy ourselves, but 
we are re·sponsible about it." 
Chavez listed the effects that 
alcohol can have on the .brain, 
stomach, and liver. He said that the 
amount of brain tissue decreases 
when too much alcohol is con-
sumed. Alcohol deprives the 
body of food substances, such as 
vitamins. 
He also said it causes the liver 
cells to die and prevents the liver 
from working at its full capacity. 
The end of the meeting con-
sisted of a question and answer 
period. Students discussed how 
alcohol could impair judgment and 
important factor is for students to 
know their limits. Each person has 
a different tolerance level. 
"You can still have fun and be 
responsible," he said. 
Dennis Jesus Garcia II, presi-
dent of Delta Sigma Phi, said the 
purpose of the meeting was to help 
promote good Greek camaraderie 
and to enlighten the incoming 
freshmen on how to be responsible 
college students. 
" It is somewhat ironic for a 
fraternity to be involved in an 
alcohol awareness meeting, but we 
thought it was important to break 
down some of those stereotypes 
associated with fraternities and 
sororities," Garcia said. 
Safe Ride· Home College Edition Program at CSUSB 
u 
Courtesy of 
r::susB Public Affairs 
It's as simple as calling "taxi" 
and it could save a life or lives by 
keeping intoxicated drivers from 
ietting behind the wheel. 
San Bernardino Bell Cab Co. 
I and Yellow Cab Co. have part-
nered with Anheuser Busch to 
offer free rides for Cal State San 
.B~rnardino students who may 
have had too much to drink. Th~ 
program, Safe Ride Home College 
Eqition, makes Bell and Yellow 
Cab drivers designated drivers to 
drive inebriated students home and 
keep them from behind the wheel. 
, San Bernardino City 
Councilman Neil Derr}t and a 
CSUSB alum, praised the program 
for offering young people a safe 
alternative to risky driving. 
"This program will help in 
reducing the number of DUis ana 
at-risk aecidents from occurring in 
San Bernardino," Derry said. "It's 
a good program and quite gener-
ous of Yeltow Cab, Bell Cab and 
Anheuser Busch to offer to Cal 
State San Bernardino students." 
T~e steps are simple to this free 
service: 
* When a student is out at a local 
establishment and feels they have 
had too much to drink they can call 
BellNellow Cab for a free ride 
home. Students should call 1-800-
340-TAXI (8294) for service. 
* The point of origin (pick-up 
address) must be within the city 
limits of San Bernardino. 
* A taxicab will be dispatched to the 
location given bY, the student Pick up 
will be within 20 minutes or less. 
* The student will be transport-
ed to his/her college campus or 
his/her )ocal home residence only. 
* All students must, upon request, 
show their student I.D. card to the 
driver at the pick-up point. 
Anheuser-Busch has led the 
way in promoting responsible 
drinking to college students across 
the country for quite some time. 
Anheuser-Busch reports that 
the results thus far have been dra-
matic, in showing a 20 to 45 per-
cent reduction in Alcohol Abuse, 
~long with a significant drop in 
student DUI's. For more informa-
tion, please call Terri Berger (909) 
915-8551. 
October 25 & 26, 10om - Spm 
at Coyote· Boo~store 
One-Stop Shopping 
For All Your Graduat ion Needs! 
Enjoy special discounts and offers available only 
duting Grad Days! Win fabulous door prizes 
including class rings, diploma frames, fresh flower leis, 
and an iPod Shuffle!!! 
150/o off ·an csuse. 
d. ' - Merchan ase. 
Unhler•lty. !len Bernardino 
Amy Bickett/ Chronicle 
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity giving CSUSB students information on Alcohoi1Responsibility. 
Employment Opportunities 
Tynesha Woolfork 
Campus News Editor 
Approximately 36 jobs were 
made available on the grassy area 
behind the Health Center last 
Wednesday, Oct. 12, 2005 . . 
These opportunities • were 
brought to you by the San Manuel 
Student Union at their very own 
job fair. · 
The new executive director, 
Dr. Greg Lehr, said that the job fair 
was designed not only to educate 
the students on job opportunities in 
the student union, but to also mar-
ket the new building. It has been 
18 months since it was last open, 
but come Winter Quarter, the San 
Manuel Student Union will be 
"open for major action," he contin-
ued. 
" It's an exciting time for Cal 
State, and the union will be a place 
and space in which students can 
live out what they are learning in 
the classroom," said Lehr. 
"[The Student Union] relies 
heavily on student employment," 
said Misty Levingston, the sched-
uling coordinator of the San 
Manuel Student Union. 
The positions that were avail-
able at the fair were: clerical stu-
dent assistant for main and sched-
uling desks; assistants in the 
audiovisual department; building 
managers; maintenanc~ assistants; 
set-up assistants. 
Upon employment at the stu-
dent union, the students "will learn 
skills in the areas of leadership, 
management, customer service, 
building maintenance, pr.ogram 
planning, clerical, communication, 
event management, audio visual 
and much, much more," said 
Levingston in an email relea~ed to 
the student leaders on campus. 
All positions are still avail-
able, said Lehr. Between now and 
the holiday time, they will be hold-
ing interviews and there are no 
deadlines for applications. 
The event lasted from 10 a.m.-
2 p.m. and during that time the stu-
dent union gave away free food, 
male and female toiletry bags, $20 
gift certificates to the bookstore 
and other fun student union mem-
orabilia courtesy of the student 
union, Cross Cultural Center and 
Event Scheduling. 
"Once we get into the build-
ing, we will be able to get a better 
grasp· on how many people we 
need and then we can hire accord-
ingly," said Levingston. 
For more information on the 
available pos1 tton:-, contact 
Misty Levingston at (909) 537-
5940. 
Tynesha Woolfork/ Chronicle 
CSUSB student~ learning of job opportunities at the San Manuel Student Union Job Fair. 
Be Part of the Pack 
Campus Events Week of Oct. 17-22 
Oct. 17th- "Popcorn" 12:00 p.m.-1 :00 p.m. 
The Cross Cultural Center is giving away free popcorn in SU-128 
Oct. 18th - "Open Swim" 12:00 p.m.-2:00p.m. 
Recreational Sports is opening PE-Pool 1 to all students 
Oct. 20th - "Speaker/Author" 4:30 p.m.- 6:30 p.m. 
The College of Education has invited Phil Done who "will speak words 
of·wisdom on being an elementary teacher." For more information call 
909-537-3628. 
"ASI Movie Night" 5:50p.m.- 10:00 p.m. 
Associated Students, Inc. will be showing a movie at VA-101 
Oct. 21st- "Second Annual Nat'/ Collegiate Golf Local Qualifiers" 
12:00 p.m.-7:00p.m. 
Recreational Sports will be holding the Second Annual Nat'l Collegiate 
Golf Local Qualifiers at the Shand in Hills Golf Course. For more 
information, contact Raulabel Gonzalez at 909-537-7293. 
"Sin City" Dance 8:00 p.m.- 12:00 a.m. 
The Student Union Program Board is holding a dance at PE-100. 
Oct. 22nd - "Circus Vargus" 
The Coussoulis Arena is hosting Circus Vargus both Oct. 22 and 23 in 
the Coussoulis Arena at 1 p.m., 4 p.m., and 7 p.m. both days. For 
more information call 909-537-7360. 
ulti-
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New ·Liaison for USDA 
Stephanie Mushrush 
Staff Writer 
When bearing the term United 
States Department of Agriculture, 
one typically thinks of agriculture, 
farming and food, but the USDA is 
responsible for and offers so much 
ptore, said Ramiro Porras, the fifth 
and newest liaison for the USDA 
in Hispanic Serving Institutions. 
Porras, based at CSUSB, is 
responsible for serving 59 colleges 
and universities deemed HSI's in 
Southern California. He offers stu-
gram, a two to three year full-
tuition scholarship offered to qual-
ified undergraduate and graduate 
students with an interest in public 
service. 
According to the USDA web-
site, HSI's are "accredited and 
degree-granting public or private 
nonprofit institutions of higher 
education with 25 percent or more 
total undergraduate Hispanic full-
time student enrollment." Eight of 
the CSU's in Southern California 
are HSI's. 
as Early Outreach Coordinator in 
2005. 
Porras emphasizes that the 
USDA is involved in every field 
and is all-encompassing, but high 
need is in the areas of Information 
Technology, Business and 
Engineering. 
' dents, faculty and staff resources 
: ~ . l that arc available from the USDA 
as well as access to USDA's infor-
mation regarding the vast opportu-
nities in education and employ-
ment. 
While opportunities are avail-
able specifically at HSI's, interest-
ed students, faculty and staff need 
not be of Hispanic background to 
apply. 
Porras offers a range of serv-
ices, from assistance in applying 
for federal government jobs, schol-
arships, and internships, internship 
workshops, biography and resume 
building. He also offers faculty 
information about the USDA 
Fellows Program and grant money 
available. 
Requirements for all pro-
grams are listed on the USDA Web 
site; but typically include that the 
applicants: be a U.S. citizen, or be 
in the final stages of the applica-
tion process for U.S. citizenship; 
be in good academic standing with 
at least a cumulative 2.75 GPA, 
have a strong interest in a career in 
public service with the USDA, 
among others. 
"We need to show that 
Southern California has showcase 
abilities," Porras said. "Students 
have a Jot to offer, and we can offer 
those opportunities." For more 
information regarding USDA-HSI 
resources contact Ramiro Porras 
at, (909) 537-3096 or email rpor-
ras@ars.usda.gov. 
; . 
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"T really want students to be 
csuccessful through applied experi-
, ence. The opportunities are vast 
_and sometimes tough to navigate," 
said Porras, regarding the impor-
tance and purpose of his position 
as liaison. 
"We are very poorly repre-
-sented as far as student internships 
t.in Southern California," he admits, 
_and makes his main goal to deci-
cmate and cultivate information 
about what the USDA really is in 
_order to increase knowledge of 
students, faculty and staff about 
.resources available to them. 
The USDA sponsors many 
student internship programs, such 
as the Hispanic Association of 
1 Colleges & Universities (HACU) 
LNational Internship Program, 
USDA Summer Internship 
_Program, USDA Career Intern 
Program, and the Foreign 
~Agricultural Service (FAS) 
)nternational [nternship Program. 
Porras covers 
the largest territory 
of HSI's in the 
nation, extending 
from Imperial 
County to Santa 
Barbara. He is also 
responsible for out-
reach to the most 
HSI's out of the five 
USDA-HSI Liaisons 
in the country. 
Also offered by the USDA is 
, the Public Service Scholars pro-
A 2000 Liberal 
Studies graduate of 
CSUSB, Porras 
interned at CSUSB 
and worked five 
years in the Office of 
Admissions and 
Student Recruitment. 
He also worked 
Stephanie Mushrush/Chronicle 
Porras hopes to help students be successful. 
OR STUDE 
Instead of us telling you how goOd Omnitrans 
service is, we'd rather you see for yourself. 
So we're offering a FREE ride. With 
more buses running more often, 
you'll discover Omnitrans 
service is more frequent 
and convenient than ever. 
It's also more affordable 
when you purchase a 
31-Day Student Pass. Put 
us to the test. We'll pass 
every time. 
1-800-9-0ffiNIBUS 
WWW.OffiNITRnNS.ORG 
\. 
•••••••••••••• 
: FREE RIDE COUPON . • 0922 
• 
• Exchange this coupon on board for one FREE Day Pass good for a single • 
• day of unlimited travel. Must be surrendered to driver at time of use. • 
Offer valid on Omnitrans local fixed-route ,buses. Expires IO/z8/o5. Not 
• valid on Access or OmniLink. Non-transferable. • 
• • 
• To purchase a student pass you must be a high school or college enrollee • 
with proof of valid student ID or e\igibility. 
• • 
:mORE REI1SONS TO. RIDE. 
••••••••••••••••• 
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.Photo Courtesy of Professor Dan Whitaker 
Students participating in the 2005 Travel and Study Program in Peru enjoy a day at Lake Titicaca. 
, 
Come Experience Peru 
Jude Whitton 
Staff Writer 
You could book it with Orbitz 
or Expedia, or you could experi-
ence it with CSUSB this spring as 
the Department of" World 
Languages and Literatures spon-
sors their fourth annual Travel and 
Study Program in Peru. 
Both students and faculty can 
experience this trip. Students who 
are majoring in Spanish, have 
Spanish as a minor, are a Spanish 
Masters candidate or others inter-
ested in the experience, can live 
with a Peruvian family, and study 
Spanish at the University of San 
Marcos, Lima. 
Students. benefit from this 
because they "see how people of 
another culture live," said br. 
DanielS. Whitaker, coordinator of 
the Spanish Masters Program. 
Studying in one of the world's 
mo-st populated cities, students 
become part of a Peruvian family 
• and learn of their culture first 
hand. 
Whitaker said families take 
part in this program, "not for 
money, but for the international 
contact" and the shared cultural 
experiences with the students from 
America. 
They also get a chance to 
practice their English and form 
lasting friendships, according to 
Whitaker. 
Students also benefit from the 
academic program, ''because this 
program takes place during the 
actual school year," said Whitaker. 
Program participants start the 
Spring Quarter with their Spanish 
classes at CSUSB and then contin-
ue with the same classes once in 
Peru. Students then return to 
CSUSB for their finals and share 
their experience with others. 
Whitaker believes this is a 
unique opportunity for the stu-
dents. Students study at one of the 
oldest universities in the Americas, · 
founded in i 551 , among a student 
population of 50,000. 
While studying in Lima, stu-
dents also partake in local activi-
ties, view films and attend other 
events related to their studies. 
Other students and faculty can 
join the program during their trav-
el portion. This is during the last 
I 0 days of the trip. Some of the 
Peruvian host fami lies even travel 
with the group. 
' One of the featured stops, 
Lake Titicaca, is 12,506 feet in ele-
vation and is the highest commer-
cially navigated lake in the world. 
It is known for the native people 
living on artificial islands made of 
floating reeds. · 
Another stop is made to the 
lncan Empire capital of Cusco, 
where, according to Whitaker, the 
journey is made to the most mem-
orable moment in the Peru trip, 
Machu Picchu. 
After making the journey on 
the lncan trail, student walk out 
onto the great Incan ruin, which is . 
approximately 2,000 feet higher 
than Big Bear. 
The trip will take place from 
April 29, 2006 to May 28, 2006. 
The cost for the academic program 
offered is $2,900, plus SJITing 
tuition and medical insurance. 
When pricing this trip on other 
travel Web sites, the cost is at least 
. $4,000. 
· An $800 deposit is due by 
. Friday, Dec. 2. The academic 
study is limited to a maximum of 
16 students on a first come first 
serve basis. 1 1 
There is financial assistance 
available to those who quali'fy 
and $1,000 scholarships are 
available. ,. 
I I There are also <(lass prereqUI-
sites that participating academic 
students need to have completed 
by the spring quarter. 
Anyone who is interested in 
either the academic program or the 
travel portion, should contact Dt. 
Whitaker at (909) 537-5855, via 
email at dwhitak@csusb.edu, or 
stop by his office, UH 201.40. 
Photo Courtesy of Professor Dan Whitaker 
Visiting with Peru's animals is just one perk of the program. 
This Day in History: Back to 1776 
October 17 
1931 Al Capone convicted of tax evasion, sen-
tenced to 11 years in prison 
1962 Yanks beat Giants for 20th world champi-
onship 
1975 1st Space Shuttle main engine test at Natl 
Space Tech Labs, Miss 
1989 Earthquake in SF (6.9) cancels 3rd game of 
86th World Series - kills 67 
October 18 
1776 In a NY bar decorated with bird tail, customer 
orders "cock tail" 
1867 US takes formal possession of Alaska from 
Russia ($7.2 million) 
1955 Track & Field names Jesse Owens all-time 
track athlete 
1968 Circus Circus opens in Las Vegas 
October 19 
1781 Cornwallis surrenders at Yorktown at 2 p.m.; 
Revolutionary War ends 
1960 Martin Luther King Jr arrested in Atlanta sit~in 
1963 Beatles record " I Want to Hold Your Hand'~ 
October 20 
1803 US Senate ratifies the Louisiana Purchase 
1818 49th parallel established as the border 
between US & Canada 
1964 Riot at Rolling Stones show in Paris 
1973 OPEC oil embargo begins 
1977 Three members of rock group Lynyrd 
Skynyrd die in charter plane crash 
I 
( 
October 21 
1868 Severe earthquake at 7:53 a.m., centered in 
Hayward, Calif. 
1879 Thomas Edison perfects the carbonized cotton· 
filament light bulb 
1966 144 die as a coal waste landslide engulfs a 
school in S Wales 
1967 Thousands opposing Vietnam War try to storm. 
the Pentagon 
't97l Nixon nominates Lewis F Powell & William · 
H Rehnqnist to US Supreme Court, following resig-
nations of Justices Hugo Black & John Harlan 
1987 Senate debate begins rejecting Robert Bork's 
Supreme Ct nomination 
Octobcr22 
1936 lst commercial flight from mainland to 
Hawaii 
1938 lst Xerox copy made 
1962 JFK imposes naval blockade on Cuba, begin-
ning missile crisis 
1979 Walt Disney World's 100-millionth guest 
October 23 
1910 Blanche Scott became 1st woman solo a pub-
lic airplane flight 
1941 Walt Disney's "Dumbo" released 
1945 Jackie Robinson signs Montreal Royal contract 
1946 UN General Assembly 2nd session convenes 
1973 Nixon agrees to turn over White House tape 
recordings to Judge Sirica 
1991 Dr Jack Kevorkian's suicide machine kills 2 
women 
. I 
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San Manuel Pow Wow at CSUSB Children in War · 
Stephanie Ikenador 
Staff Writer 
With the sound of the drum as 
<;the heart of the event, the San 
Nanuel Band of Mission Indians 
~ sted its lOth annual San Manuel 
;jfi>w Wow at CSUSB on October 
7, 8 and 10. 
As the host location to the 
jlyent for the fifth year, the univer-
Jsity welcomed the sights and 
sounds of this three-day celebra-
,t-i.on of culture and competition. 
.:f]le .University's Cross-Cultural 
,Center, San Manuel Indians & 
1 ~mmittee, along with CSUSB 
~tudents and staff, played a major 
-nllle towards the success of the 
·P9w Wow that drew in thousands 
~f spectators during the event. 
r!J• The CSUSB campus became 
the ideal setting for this expression 
mf culture through. dance, music 
,and even art. "This yearly event 
·-~.Hows us to reflect and reaffirm 
our culture and heritage; it also 
allows us to share in the beauty 
and grace of tribal_ traditions, 
dance and music with the rest of 
our communities," said the head of 
the Pow Wow committee and 
member of the San Manuel band of 
Mission Indians, Curz Chacon. 
Chacon also mentioned that the 
event went over smoothly due to 
the hard work from both the 
University and San Manuel. 
Participants in the competition 
showed off their unique styles. of 
dance, while at the same time 
being judged on different criteria, 
such as movement and the proper 
dance technique. The age and 
dance -'Style categories had over 
335 registered participants taking 
part in the festivities. 
The competition was open 
to everyone even though it is 
usually an inclusive dance per-
formed by Inter-Tribal dancers. 
Dancer Sylvia Montana has 
been involved in this 
event since her teen 
years. "What brings me 
back year after year is 
because I really enjoy 
the dancing," Montana 
said. Her style of dance, 
called the Jingle Dress 
Style, involves a legend 
that contributes to the 
tradition of this type of 
' women's dance. The leg-
end is of a tribal elder 
who fell ill and envi-
sioned a woman wearing 
a medicine dress, which 
was eventually called 
"The Healing Dress." 
-o( Stephanie lkenadoriChronicle 
John Futch, Director of 
Cultural and Community 
Development at CSUSB, 
hopes t9 see this event -Luke Whiteman dressed in Native dress. 
Stephanie lkenadoriChronicle 
Celeste McGurk (R) and Yovelle Pacheco (L) participated in festivities. 
grow in the future through differ-
ent partnerships within the 
University. "It is our sole purpose 
that we should contribute to the 
awareness of these individuals 
who have invested a lot into our 
University. It is also important to 
show how the University is facili-
tating the concept of being part of 
the community which is being dis-
played through events like these," 
said Futch. 
The partnership between the 
tribe and the University has grown 
stronger throughout the years 
thanks to other events like the 
California ·Cultural Awareness · 
Conference, which has been taking 
place for the past seven years. 
With this growth, it is hoped that 
many events like this Annual Pow 
Wow will not only serve the Indian 
community, but help the communi-
ty at large experience this wonder-
ful expression of culture. 
Participants and spectators 
from over 560 nations within the 
United States and Canada, along 
with the general public, helped 
make the Pow Wow a wonderful 
time to bring together both com-
munities to enjoy the honor and 
tradition of the Native American 
Culture. 
Suyen Urbina 
Staff Writer 
CSUSB welcomed Jimmie 
Briggs, this past Thursday, Oct. 
12, to present his book, " Innocents 
Lost When Child Soldiers Go to 
War." 
Briggs is no stranger to child 
soldiers. fn order to complete his 
book, Briggs went on a six-year 
journey to investigate the subject. 
"I saw the necessity to work 
with kids and to tell their stories", 
said Briggs. "I want to be their 
messenger; their advocate to 
adults." 
Briggs is a well-known jour-
nalist/author, who felt the need to 
enlighten people about children 
fighting in war. 
Briggs opened the event, 
speaking emotionally about his 
book which describes what it is to 
live in anger, pain, fear and war 
through the eyes of a child. 
"I appreciate that people 
with great talent are using their 
abilities to aware the public of 
issues such as child soldiers," 
said student San Juana Rojas. 
Director Luis Mondoki was "' 
also a speaker at the event. 
Mandoki is known for his 
work in films such as: "Trapped", 
"Message in a Bottle", "When a 
Man Loves a Woman", and 
"White Palace". 
Mondoki spoke about his lat-
est film, "Innocent Voice", which 
is about a Salvadorian child who 
escapes from becoming a child 
soldier. He was passionate about 
the issue and encouraged the audi-
ence to watch his film, which is 
based on a true story. 
His film retells the childhood 
story of actor Oscar Torres, who 
struggles to survive in a country in 
midst of war. 
"I believe that when we are 
teens we are who we truly are; as 
teens we are passionate, idealist 
and we want to do things to make 
a better world," Mondoki said. 
"The event exposed students 
to a world beyond San Bernardino 
and the United States," said Dr. 
Mary Texeira. "We became more 
hwnan caring." 
' . 
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Free Software For All 
John O'Connor 
Guest Writer 
~Opinion~ 
In the computer world, it 
doesn't get much better than the 
prospect of powerful free softw~re, 
except perhaps maybe free com-
puters, but let's not get carried 
away. 
Free software, in this case, is 
referring to open source software, 
a relatively ancient phenomenon 
that has' become immensely popu-
lar in recent years which promises 
free, high-quality software for ·any-
one with an internet connection 
fast enough to download it and the 
guarantee that you will never have 
to pay a single cent for that soft-
ware ... ever. Sound too good to 
be true? Just wait ... there's more. 
While you may have heard of 
an open source before, or even of a 
few open source programs such as 
the Linux operating system, you 
probably didn't realize that there 
are as many different open source 
programs, as there are uses for the . 
computer itself. 
Although technically you are 
not downloading commercial soft-
ware (no, you cannot legally 
downlo~d Adobe® Photoshop® or 
Microsoft® Office for free), you 
are getting something comparable, 
similar to getting an off-brand 
product at the store rather than the 
name-brand. 
Open source software offers a 
competitive product of similar 
quality and function, but at little or 
no cost to the user. 
Despite the cost, this software 
can be powerful! Have you ever 
envisioned yourself creating 
Pixar®-style computer anima-
tions? 
Or how about turning your 
homework into a PDF (Adobe 
Acrobat format) and sending it to 
your teacher via e-mail without 
worrying if they have the same 
C:...........,/4 q,., .. s. .. 
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version of Microsoft® Office as 
you do? How about digital photo 
editing without having to shell out 
$200+ for a decent graphics pack-
age (and without illegal down-
loads)? 
This is the power of open 
source software. It makes any 
computer task, from 3D-anima-
tion to recording music to writing 
novels, accessible to college stu-
dents, without damaging their 
already slender checkbooks. 
This index, called a reposito-
ry, is the main staple of the open 
source movement, providing a 
place for programmers to collabo-
rate on new ideas and for users to 
download and test software and to 
report bugs. 
Another common place to find 
open source software is thrbugh 
the Google search engine, the most 
popular search. engine in the world. 
While yo~ could use any other 
search engine you like, I find that 
Google provides the best results 
(not to mention they are a huge 
corporate proponent of open 
source). 
The best way to find an open 
source gem is to click over to 
www.sourceforge.net and experi-
ment. 
I've produced a list of some of 
the more popular open source pro-
grams out there to help get you 
started, as well as where you can 
fmd them along with some person-
al comments. 
After that, it is up to you to 
decide what you would like to use. 
Open source software brings com-
plicated computing tasks to· the 
normal person, all you have to do 
is go out there and get it. 
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forge.net)., the main website that 
supplies downloads for open 
source software, · has cataloged 
over 100,000 different open source 
projects in more than a dozen cate-
gories. For each piece of software 
on its site, Sourceforge provides a 
catalog page that resembles the old 
catalog cards used in libraries. 
~ G ~ !\ceo op b~S bcco e lhc t>c-flicto d.d for cl.lftll www ameorg 
The software is indexed by its 
name, uses, the programming lan-
guages used to make it, and its 
level of completion (of the seven 
levels, I recommend waiting until 
a project is at least a 4-BETA 
before downloading it to use for 
yourself). 
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Cancer Vaccine IS 
Now Less Painful 
Angelica Angeles 
Staff Writer 
Since 1997, a vaccine called 
Oncophage designed to target only 
cancerous cells has been studied in 
clinical trials with positive results 
on many patients. The purpose of 
the vaccine is . to potentially be 
used to treat all types of cancer. 
This vaccine works based on 
heat shock proteins, also called 
stress· proteins. The vaccine is 
designed to identify the cancer 
"fingerprints" which are only pres-
ent in each specific patient's can-
cer cells. 
When the vaccine is injected 
it's suppose to stimulate the 
patient's immune system and 
therefore attack any cells with the 
same cancer fingerprint. 
This vaccine is made from 
each patient's tumors. The patients 
have surgery so that the cancerous 
tissue can be removed. The cancer-
ous tissue is then shipped 
overnight to the Antigenics manu-
facturing facility in Massachusetts. 
If On~ophage is successfully 
prepared, the final product is 
frozen and sent back to the hospi-
tal, which the patient then receives 
after they recover from the sur-
gery. Then the patient receives one 
injection of Oncophage once a 
week for four weeks. Once this 
stage ends, they get the injection 
. once every other week. 
In phase three of the study, 
Antigenics has focused on patients 
with metastatic melanoma and 
kidney cancer. .Metastatic 
melanoma is a malignant tumor, 
often found on the skin. Kidney 
cancer is an abnormal grQwth of 
cells in the kidney. Oncophage is 'a 
way to reprogram the hody's 
immune system and help kill tlie 
cancerous cells without harming 
the healthy cells in the body. 
Oncophage does not cause the 
same side effects as other thera-
pies, such as chemotherapy and 
radiation therapy. 
The difference between 
Oncophage and traditional cancer 
treatments is that Oncophage rs 
personalized, as it's made from 
cells in .your own body. It's a vac-
cine that will help fight the cancer, 
leaving .healthy cells in your body. 
The clinical trials have only 
reported minimal side effects with 
the vaccine. , • 
Around the world, about 700 
patients have received Oncophage 
in clinical trials. Many of those 
patients were at an advance stage 
of the disease, of which included 
kidney cancer, melanoma and 
colon cancer. 
Future clinical researcp 
involving the vaccine Oncophage, 
may be used to treat all types of 
cancer. 
Oncophage was given fast 
track by the US Food and Drug 
Administration, which means it's 
intended to treat serious medical 
conditions. That means that 
Oncophage works and has poten-
tial to cure cancer. 
The vaccine is the lead product ot 
Antigenic, a company that is 
working to develop treatments for 
cancers and infectious diseases. 
To contact Antigenics about 
clinical trials you may call, 866-
805-8994 or contact them via e-
mail at, clinicalaffairs@antigen-
ics.com. 
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-what Women Want Supreme Court OrSta{Je? 
Erin Richey 
Guest Writer 
Sure, being cool is a nice trait 
for a man to have and he can def-
initely fake it with a really sharp 
razor that cuts a perfect thin hair-
line around his jaw and with his 
nice white kicks. Even the typical 
cool college male's car is banged 
out with chrome and hip hop tunes, 
and the paint job glistening under 
the hot afternoon sun is so sweet 
Nevertheless, it has ·become 
like a typical unifonn for these 
guys, but it is not cool anymore. It 
}\as lost its novelty. 
Many, if not all of the men I 
have run across are players (no 
commitment, even to sweethearts). 
:'fhe atmosphere is alive with inse-
·curity (both male and female) 
. because everyone seems to be 
·completely concerned with attract-
' .Jng the opposite sex . . 
Those who are good at it make 
it a career and those who are bad, 
:reek of desperation. It's an atmos-
• p,here that is poor in altruism and 
good will. Most of the cool guys 
.are very unconcerned with global 
issues or the feelings of the ladies 
they leave behind or string along. 
These guys are uninterested, and 
the number one personality trait 
"they cultivate, and can boast of, is 
~at they're cool. 
· Its actually become an evolu-
tionary selective camoflauge that 
men think they need in order to be 
accepted and usually arises out of 
an ignorance to nurture something 
more valuable: their soul. 
The genuine inner child that is 
still there under all that prosaic 
hort lived pleasure, is a sad inner 
child. It's sad because its not cool; 
but how can that be? It wouJd be 
Attend an upcoming 
information session. 
difficult to find those that are 
unconcerned with popular opinion, 
and therefore markedly not cool in 
society. These men would be will-
ing to do things such as singing 
lo~dly or joyously dancing to 
music with no intent of grinding or 
getting laid. 
The inner child is an entertain-
er. He's goofY and sometimes even 
stupid by today's standards, in 
which I mean to say that he's 
regressed back to a more simple 
time. He enjoys stuff like toys, 
friendship, bugs, birds, the solar 
system or dinosaurs. Anything 
happy he likes, and he likes it 
because its likable and not because 
it makes him seem cool. It does 
make him seem cute though, 
which is golden, as it has become 
rare in California men. 
All the money these cool 
California men put into their 
clothes and cars, and what they 
spend on recreational bad habits, 
could be put into better places. It 
could go into travel and getting 
experience abroad. Instead ofmak-
W£'v.F:' Go/70 
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ing outrageous car payments and 
getting locked in to a no-where job 
at an early age, to pay for said 
vehicle, these guys could be seeing 
the world. They could be earning 
humanistic points by traveling to 
places where many international 
people gather for fun and enlight-
enment, like the Canary islands 
(which is very inexpensive and 
beautiful), or Thailand which 
might be a developing country but 
which offers myriad opportunities 
to learn as well as party. 
Overseas a9ventures and a 
child-like appreciation of people 
places and things should take the 
place of California men's current fix-
ation with being cool. This would 
make them more appealing to ladies 
who are craving guys with a better 
personality and who are not stuck in 
a rut of appearing cool all the time. 
Who are cute and funny and interest-
ing, not just cool. 
By making a change they 
open a new universe of sincere 
friendship and become multi-
dimensional people . 
. 
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Krista Teter 
Staff Writer 
President Bush announced his 
second nominee for the Supreme 
Court, one that has sparked a 
heavy debate. His choice, Harriet 
Miers, is a lawyer with no experi-
ence as a judge. Even conserva-
tives are unsure of her nomination. 
People on both sides of the politi-
cal spectrum are criticizing Bush 
for naming her. 
President Bush named John 
Roberts to the bench a'fter Chief 
Justice William Rehnquist died. 
After ,he filled the position of 
Chief Justice, he nominated Miers 
to replace O'Connor. 
The Supreme Court is the 
most important court in the coun-
try. Its decisions can have an 
affect on all Americans. Some of 
the most significant cases in our 
history have come down from this 
Court. Why would President Bush 
name someone who has never 
resided over a courtroom? 
The current justices all have 
previous experience; however, 
some justices have served without 
prior judicial experience. Some of 
them have been involved in the 
most famous cases that the Court 
has heard. There have been 41 jus-
tices in the history of the Court 
who weren't judges before. 
Some of the more famous jus-
tices who did not have judicial 
experience when they were named 
to the bench include Earl Warren, 
who headed the famous Warren 
Commission that inve~tigated John 
F. Kennedy's assassination. He 
was the Governor of California 
when President Eisenhower nomi-
nated him. 
William Douglas, who was 
named to the court by Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt, is still the 
longest-serving justice on the 
Court. He was Chairman of the 
Securities and Exchange 
Commission when he was norni-
nated. Recently deceased Chief 
Justice William Rehnquist was not ::: 
a judge before he was named to the ; : · 
court in 1972. • 
It's ·an about politics there. . .· J· 
Miers worked for Bush as an aide 
and now works as his W ite House 
counsel. They have known each 
other for several years j People ·1 
asked right away if this could be 
the reason that she was named for 
the seat. That was the first thing · : l 
that I thought when I heard that he 
named .someone who works in the J 
White House, and isn't even a · J 
judge. Bush said that this is not the j 
issue. He found whom he thought . . J 
was the best person for the job. i 
She just happens to be someone . j 
close to him. That hasn't stopped ·.., J 
people from starting petitions call-
ing for the withdrawal of her nom-
ination . 
Another problem that has 
come up is the religious beliefs of 
the nominee. President Bush let 
on that part of the reason he picked 
Miers was for her beliefs. The ' 
White House has since said this 
was not the case. Harriet MieJ:s 
may be the best person or the job. 
She does have years of e perience 
with the law. However, those 
experiences were not judicial. 
There is another aspect that I 
take issue with. The religious 
beliefs of someone should not 
determine whether or not they are 
the right choice for the bench. 
There is separation of church and 
state for a reason. Judges need to 
be as unbiased as possible. The -
law should be fair and just. I am 
more comfortable knowing that 
the men and women making those 
decisions have some experience in 
the judicial area of law. I would 
like a more experienced nominee. 
What Are You Worth? 1 
Christina Rupert 
Guest Writer 
Utilitarian bioethics is a very 
controversial branch of Utilitarian 
ethics that espouses directing med-
ical resources where they will con-
tribute most to the happy people in 
the world, and who contribute to 
the community positively. 
Quality Adjusted Life Years 
(QALYs) is implicitly used in 
some healthcare planning deci-
sions to determine whether or not 
to administer health care. Most 
articles state that this is accepted 
across the board among most 
countries in extreme emergencies. 
That is terrifying because the 
word person has several defini-
tions, and the one being . more 
widely used by the utilitarian 
bioethics community does not rec-
ognize a person until they are at 
least one year of age, creating an 
avenue for infanticide of those 
infants born with birth defects or 
diseases. 
On one side you can look at 
the idea of over-population and try 
to- imagine how we are going to be 
able to sustain our world with our 
economic status going downhill, 
baby boomers getting ready to 
retire and their need to seize up the · 
limited amount of resources that 
we have. Then add a bit of social 
Darwinism in the mix and hope 
that you are one of the lucky ones 
that is healthy and decided to be 
"happy" while not a drain on soci-
ety. 
On the other hand if you are 
one of those in need and are seen 
as unfit to receive the help you 
need, your piece of the social pie • 
will smaller and smaller. 
Unfortunately, those in posi-
tions to make decisions about 
spreading the wealth and availabil-
ity of what is available are focused ' 
on wants, rather than needs, leav- · 
ing the bioethics community to 
make these decisions with seem- • 
ingly good intentions. 
Jonathan Swift's A Modest : 
PropOsal came to mind, spurring ~ ~ 
thoughts of this particular line, "J : t 
< have been assured by a very know- · 
ing American of my acquaintance ' • 
in London, that a young healthy • 
child well nursed is at a year old a 
most delicious, nourishing, and 
wholesome food, whether stewed, ' 
roasted, baked, or boiled; and I 
make no doubt that it will equally 
serve in a fiicassee or a ragout." • : 
I 
The major difference is that he • ; 
• 
was a writer in the early 1700's and • 
was only joking while the term 
Utilitarian Bioethics is not a joke. ' 
How can one define happiness, , 
know that their perception is accu- • : 
rate, and then say that those that 
are happy . by this specific defini- · , • 
I 
tion get to live while the rest can ' : 
get along without the assistance of 
the community in an extreme med- • 
ical emergency? Smile! Or life : • 
might be shorter than you imag-
ined. 
Calling All Opinion Writers 
The Chro~icle Op/Ed seGtion is looki~g for 
students or faculty to write opinion pieces. 
Please submit work to sbchron@csusb.edu, 
Attn : OpUEd Editor or to UH-037. All opinion 
pieces are subject to editing. Submittal does 
not guarantee publishing. Please call (909) 
537-5289 for more information. 
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Leticia Garcia 
Staff Writer 
The Robert V. Fullerton 
Museum on the CSUSB campus is 
attempting to gain accreditation by 
cataloguing and doing extensive 
research of each individual piece 
in the Egyptian collection. 
The completion of the first in 
three catalogues, which features 
pictures and research on the arti-
facts, is the first step toward earn-
ing accreditation from the 
American Association of 
Museums. 
"Only about 750 museums out 
of 16,000 are accredited, it brings 
your museum to a whole different 
status," said museum director, Eva 
Kirsch. · 
This honor will make the 
museum credible and more recog-
nizable throughout the country. 
Perhaps this could mean 
international recognition as well. 
Recently, Dr. Christian E. Loeben, 
Egyptologist from the Kestner 
Museum in Hanover Germany, 
which also houses Egyptian art, 
toured the exhibit in the Mueller 
Gallery with great surprise. 
"It was pure luck that he found 
. us and he was impressed!" said 
Kirsch. "He liked the fish pot." 
The fish pot was actually the 
inspiration behind "The Summer 
Workshop for Kids," the museum 
held in late August. 
As with all the objects, the 
fish pot tells a story of life in 
ancient Egypt. 
Leticia Garcia/Chronicle 
'Fish Pot' from the Predynastic Period dated from 4000 B.C. 
The children used real 
Egyptian rut designs to create their 
own story. 
Accreditation is not an easy 
task. The process will take about 
three years, the first step is to fin-
ish all three volumes of the cata-
logue, and then the pre-liminary 
application process can begin. 
The curator for this collection 
is Dr. Julius Kaplan, professor 
emeritus from the Art History 
department of CSUSB. 
Several CSUSB students con-
tributed to the research of 50 
objects and the small staff of four 
carefully installed the exhibit. 
The Predynastic period is 
from about 5000 to 4000 B.C. 
Black-topped, Polished Red, and 
Decorated categorize the 50 
objects consisting mostly of pot-
tery. The Black-Topped appear-
ance is the result of the pottery 
being fired in an oxygen-reduced 
environment. 
"A quarter of the collection is 
owned by the museum and the rest 
is part of an extended loan from 
the Harer Family Trust," said 
Kirsch . 
. "Most of the pottery is in 
· excellent condition. 
"Pottery tends to withstand 
the elements better, and it doesn 't 
require special attention like other 
metals and wood. They require cli-
mate control." 
Long-term goals also include 
a new aspect to the website where 
scholars can study the collections. 
The Predynastic Egyptian Art 
Exhibit runs now through Feb. 18, 
2006 in the Robert V. Fullerton Art 
Museum. 
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CStJSB Art History lecturer, Ashley Blalock looks at 'Black-Topped' pottery at the exhibit. d 
Go ~Into the Blue' · 
Melisa Morrow 
Staff Writer 
It's fall, school has started, 
and the weather is beginning to 
cool down. If you are ready to 
dive into another summer vacation 
there is a new movie in theaters 
that will take you away to para-
dise, at least for a couple of hours. 
"Into the Blue" is set on the 
beautiful islands of the Bahamas. 
Paul Walker and Jessica Alba play 
Jerrod and Sam, carefree divers 
hoping to uncover a fortune that 
will lead to fame and riches. 
Scott Caan, son of award win-
ning actor James Caan, and new-
comer Ashley Scott, play friends 
from the mainland who come to 
visit Sam and Jerrod for some fun 
in the sun. 
Life on the islands is all about 
drinking and getting a tan, that is 
until the group discovers a differ-
ent kind of sunken treasure than 
they ever imagined. · 
Now they have to decide if the 
risk of raising this wealth from the 
deep is worth bringing great dan-
ger to the surface. 
I was pleasantly surprised at 
how much I enjoyed this movie. 
The scenery was qreathtaking and 
the acting was actually not bad. 
Walker and Alba are not 
exactly known for their dramatic 
abilities, but audiences may be 
willing to over look that when they 
are distracted by their attractive 
physiques, which are constantly on 
display. 
The actor who .docs deserve 
recognition is Josh Brolin. He 
plays a boat captain who is up to 
some seedy activities when he is 
not scouring the ocean floor for 
historical artifacts. Brolin is bare-
ly recognizable with his hard body 
and golden complexion. 
Matt Johnson wrote the 
screenplay for this action-packed 
thriller. The dialogue was nothing 
special, but the plot did have a few 
unexpected twists and turns. 
With scripts becoming so 
painfully predictable lately, it was 
refreshing to find a movie that 
Courtesy of Columbia Pictures 
Jessica Alba and Paul Walker heat up the big screen. 
J 
I • 
Courtesy of Columbia Picture$ 
Action-packed and thrilling. 
keeps you guessing. Even thou~~ 
the story was not too realistic, at 
least it was interesting and enga 
in g. 
Director John· Stockwell is n9 
stranger to movies about the ocea 
or young peop le. He directe<;i 
2002's "Blue Crush" about a grou~ 
of championship surfer girls livin~ 
in Hawaii. 
He also released "Cra~ 
Beautiful" in 2001, starring 
Kirsten Dunst. Stockwell ha 
quite a dream job, working wit~ 
beautiful women and traveling t 
tropical locations. 
I lis work may not produc 
blockbusters or award winners, b 
he does know what makes a good 
time in the th~ater. 
"Into the Blue" is rated PG-ll 
for violence, drug material, se 
and language. 
. Obviously, Stoc~well know 
what young people enjoy seeing · 
their movies. I did not think th~ 
sexual content and language wer~ 
too distasteful and drugs wer~ 
shown in a negative context l 
The violent climax of the filnt 
was what made me a little squeam~ 
ish. Of course, if you like hearin$ 
bones cracking and seeing peop1t 
get harpooned, you will really lo 
it. 
You should not expect to se~ 
any of the cast or crew of "lnt 
the Blue" at the Kodak Thea 
this Oscar season., but ifyou ju 
need ·a littiP escape from yout 
landlocked li."c, take a trip to se 
it. 
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Finding Love in a Catalog 
. 
'Mail Order' Not Just For ClotheS 
Stephanie Mushrush 
Staff Writer 
The confusion of reality and 
nonreality become entertainment in 
the new DVD" Mail Order Wife". 
The film captures the story of 
New York City filmmaker Andrew 
Gurland 's attempt of a documen-
tary about the meeting and mar-
riage of a Queens, New York door-
man and his Burmese mail order 
bride. 
Written and directed by Huck 
Botko (CHEATS) and Andrew 
Gurlarid (Dessertumentary) who 
plays himself, "Mail Order Wife" 
proves to make audiences stumble 
in their seats, figuring out whether 
or not the documentary-style dark 
comedy is real. Andrew is a nerdy 
and sympathetic documentary 
filmmaker who finds the perfect 
cpndidate for his project in Adrian 
(t\drian Martinez), an average, 
i~norant, sloppy, and seemingly 
u.oun• .. ,..v of Independent Pictures 
Ordering a bride is simple. 
Courtesy of Fir~t Independent Pictures 
Adrian Martinez, Eugenia Yaun and Andrew Gurland are real andconvincing in their roles in 'Mail Order Wife.' 
lonely doorman who states near 
the start of the film that a mail 
order bride is .convenient for him-
someone who does not have the 
time to get women drunk at the bar. 
The film then displays the 
process of ordering a "mail order 
bride," by way of an "international 
matchmaking" service, allowing 
Adrian to peruse their catalogues 
for the bride of his choice. He · 
decides on Lichi , a doe-eyed deli-
c~te young woman from Burma. 
Lichi, portrayed by Eugenia 
Yuan (The Great Raid), arrive at 
the airport seemingly scared and 
respectfully shy, and her quiet 
presence makes for discomfort in 
viewing, as audiences can only 
imagine what must be going 
through her mind. 
When she meets her future 
husband, Adrian, there are compli-
cations. Whether its cultural differ-
ence or plain torture, she leads in 
keeping her head down when the 
first picture is taken; interestingly 
enough, Adrian follows. 
When Adrian starts giving 
Lichi tutorials on how to clean the 
toilet and how to make chili (with 
"lots" of ketchup), Andrew steps 
over his "observer" boundary, and 
becomes involved by questioning 
Adrian of his motivations in 
obtaining a wife: to love or to have 
a personal servant? 
A typical viewer might feel 
his or her stomach simultaneous-
ly turn with a soon-coming, 
crazy chain of events launched 
by Lichi leaving Adrian. She 
brings Andrew a videotape made 
by Adrian, starring herself in his 
dirty basement. The story contin-
ues, winding in its first believable 
and soon not-so-believable plot, 
including almost triumphs and 
revenge. 
Main actors Martinez, 
Gurland, and Yuan, were so real 
and convincing in their execution 
of roles, that their scenes had the 
capacity to either make viewers 
laugh hysterically or want to hug 
Lichi in sympathy. 
The soundtrack of the film is 
appropriately sparse, matching its 
dry documentary feel. One bl_and 
song was heard in the closing 
scene, and while audiences could 
complain, they really cannot, as 
the non-creativity of the music 
heard coincides with the overall 
gray hue of the ·movie. 
Thought of as an "outrageous 
satire of sexual politics and 
revenge that explores the lengths 
some men will go to for the com-
panionship of an attractive 
woman," (FIP Press Release). It is 
simply a story displaying the 
. human need to feel that we are not 
using someone when we actually 
are, "Mail Order .Wife" succeeds in 
making "feel bad" comedy, but is 
forgiving in its emotional ups and 
. downs. 
Hilarious yet depressing and 
puzzling, ·"Mail Order Wife" is 
definitely individual in its awk-
ward presentation and subject mat-
ter,.it still delivers an entertaining, 
capturing story for those who 
allow themselves to watch. 
Courtesy of Independent Pictures 
Yuan and Gurland sparkle. 
Food Falls Short 
., 
CHANGE THE LIVES OF PEOPLE LIVING WITH DISABILITIES. WITH YOUR SUPPORT, EASTER SEALS PROVIDES EXCEPTIONAL 
SERVICES THAT OrFER HOPE. HELP AND INDEPENDENCE. you CAN FEEL GOOD ABOUT GIVING TO EASTER SEALS. 
SEE GREAT THINGS AT EASTERSEALS COM 
Greg Dupree 
Staff Writer 
"The Cheap, Fast and Easy 
Cookbook", serves up a commend-
able effort, but falls short of its 
promise to create dorm-room 
gourmets. 
Frankly, the most effective 
part of the book falls within its first 
five pages. In the introduction, you 
can find sections like "Smaller-
Ticket Items," which gives a list of 
important things to have on hand 
like paper· towels, microwavable 
bowls, etc. 
Another good section you 
might use in the first five pages is 
entitled, "Stocking a Pantry: 
Goods You' ll Use More Than 
Once", which offers a list of foods 
that are cheap and have little to no 
cooking time. 
Once you venture past the first 
· five pages, you will find recipes 
like "Broccoli and Cauliflower 
Melt," and "Hearty Bulgur Tofu 
Salad," which are not complimen-
tary to the average college stu-
dent 's palate. 
Soon. you will realize that the 
recipes do not talk in increments of 
teaspoons and tablespoons, but 
rather " . . . how many ketchup 
packets make the perfect grilled 
mushroom toppings?" 
Also this book is supposed to 
have recommendation for low 
cost, but many _of the recipes 
Courtesy About.com 
require ingredients like tofu, steak, 
and salmon. 
First, tofu, steak, and salmon 
are not complimentary to the aver-
age college student's wallet. 
Second, I figure that if you 
can afford tofu, steak, and salmon, 
you can afford basic condiments. 
Bad recipes, two cheesy TV 
personalities, a corny house band 
and two food shoppers that mix 
like oil and water, prove to be the 
recipe . for disaster in the two 
episode DVD special, which 
accompanies the cookbook. · 
In episode one, you meet 
hosts Ryan and Casey, shoppers 
Stephen and Katie, guest Randy, 
and house band "Yardsdale". The 
two hosts, Ryan and Casey, 
attempt to make chicken quesadil-
las, salsa, and guacamole. When 
preparing the food, cleanliness and 
presentation falls by the wayside. 
Though Ryan was handling 
the chicken, he never washes his 
hands before or after handling the 
chicken, and yet he still eats with 
his hands. Frankly, the preparation 
of the food was extremely unsani-
tary and the presentation of each 
platter looked like floor scraps of a 
food fight. 
In episode two, Ryan and 
Casey show the audience, in a 
three-step process, how to make a 
PB&J sandwich. 
Though Katie refers to college 
students as "college clowns," in 
the shopping segment of episode 
two, I am sure us clowns can make 
PB&J sandwiches without having 
to buy a book to show us how. 
· "Cheap, Fast, and Easy" gives 
a handful of useful tips, but not 
enough to warrant buying it. 
Ultimately, I think this cook-
book is targeting the wrong audi-
ence. If this book manages to fi nd 
Courtesy of Roadside Amusements 
Cook 'cheap'. in your dorm. 
an audience, it would be the Jr. 
High demographic. 
The front cover makes the 
statement, "This cheat sheet for 
college cooking has all the . 
answers, and more, on the inside!" · , 
• II 
If you have all of the answers, : :I 
answer me this : How does a book • 
like this get published? And if 
most of these recipes take no more 
than five ingredients· to create a 
platter, do you really need a book 
to show you how? 
In terms that the authors might 
understand, I would not barter with 
ketchup packets if this eookbook 
were the trade off. 
Courtesy About.com 
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Cross Country 
2005-2006 Remaining Schedule 
Opponent IiDm 
Oct. 22 at CCAA Championship TBA 
San Francisco State 
Nov6 at NCAA West Regional TBA 
Cal Poly Pomona 
Nov. 19 NCAA National Championship TBA 
Cal Poly Pomona Robert Whitehead/CSUSB 
The CSUSB Men's Soccer Team looks to improve from last year. 
Women's Soccer 
2005-2006 Remainin.g Schedule:; 
Men's ·soccer 
2005-2006 Remaining Schedule 
. .Oooonent Time 
(Home Contests in bold Caps) 
Oct. 14 at Cal State Stanislaus 1-:30 p.m. 
CCAA Match 
Oct. 16 at Chico State 3 p.m. 
CCAA Match 
Oct. 19 at Cal Poly Pomona 4 :30 p.m. 
CCAA Match 
Oct. 21 Vs. Western Washington (at GCU) 2:30 p.m. 
Oct. 23 Vs. Seattle Univ. (at GCU) 1 :00 p.m. 
Oct. 24 CAL STATE BAKERSFIELD 3 P.M. 
CCAA Match 
Oct. 26 UC SAN DIEGO 1:30 P.M. 
CCAA Match 
Nov. 4- CCAA Tournament TBA 
Nov. 10-14 NCAA Far West Region TBA 
NCAA Quarterfinals TBA 
•nn:r~~'""7 _" ........ ,..-'s Inland Empire --... ..... 
are now accepting applications for the upcoming term. 
Chapman University College, one of California's most highly 
respected universities for adult learners, is also the perfect transfer choice. 
New terms start every 10 weeks and our accelerated programs are taught 
at convenient times by professionally and academicalty accomplished 
faculty who are focused on your success. 
,...----BACHELOR'S DEGREE PROGRAMS __ ·\____, 
Computer Information Systems (BS) • Criminal Justice (BA) • Health Services Management (BS) 
Organizational Leadership (BA) • Psychology (BA)• Social Science (BA) • Sociology (BA) 
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS Computer Information Systems (BS) • Criminal Justice (BA) • Health Services 
Management (BS) • Organizational Leadership (BA) • Psychology (BA) • Social Science (BA) • Sociology (BA) GRADUATE 
PROGRAMS Criminal Justice (MA) • Human Resources (MS), Human Resources Certificate • Organizational Leadership 
(PM), Organizational Leadership Certificate • Psychology (MA) Marriage and Family Therapy GRADUATE EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS Education (MA) Emphases: Curriculum & Instruction, Educational Leadership and Administration, Instructional 
Technology • Teaching: Elementary (MA), Secondary (MA) • Special Education (MA) EDUCATION CREDENTIAL AND 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS Multiple Subject • Single Subject • Education Specialist (Levels I & II) • Preliminary (T'M!r I) 
Administrative Services • CLAD Certificate • Ryan Professional Clear · 
Not all programs available at a// locations 
CHAPMAN 
UNIVERSITY COL L EGE 
INLAND EMPIRE 
Moreno Valley 
22620 Goldencrest Dr. 
Suite 105 
l 951-697-0111 
www.chapman.edu/morenovalley 
Ontario 
2890 Inland Empire Blvd. 
Suite 110 
909-481-1804 
www.chapman.edu/ontario 
Call toll--free 866--CHAPMAN 
Chopmon University is accredited by ond is a member of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges. 
Teacher training ond credential programs ore approved by the Commi"ion on Teacher Credentialing. 
.) 
Robert White 
TBA The CSUSB Women's Soccer Team have a long road ahead. 
Intramurals: Bringing-! 
Fitness & Fun to CSUSB! 
Patrice Davidson 
Staff Writ~r 
If you' re looking for a· fun 
way to say in shape, try playing 
for a team this quarter. No experi-
ence or skills are required to play 
on an intramural team. 
The fall sports include 3-on-
I 
3 basketball, soccer, flag football, Courtesy of www.campusrec.csusb.edu: 
and dodgeball. All current CSUSB CSUSB students enjoy a competitive game of flag football. 
students are eligible to participate game play and team sportsman- The men compete at the same ; 
and one can sign up online or pick ship is a must. times on Tuesdays. Play to 21! 
up an application from the Fri~ays are when flag football points on Wednesday's and : 
Recreational Center on campus. is played, with the AFC at 3 p.m. Thursday's, with 3 on 3 basketball 1 
I The leagues range from co-ed, and NFC at 4 p.m. Each game is from 7-9 p.m. , 
men 's only, women's only and played in two 20-minute halves, So if your game is like Kobe 1 
open play. One doesn't have to with a three minute half time. Bryant, or if you're still hanging i 
have a team to play, but rather sign Soccer is played on Wednesdays, with the junior varsity, you're sure I 
' up as a free agent and be assigned at 3 and 4 p.m., and is also played to find your place on an intramural J 
to a team that has an opening. in two, 20-minute halves. team this quarter. Winter sports, 
Some of the basic rules include Monday, in either the Coussoulis include intermediate and advanced j 
only playing for one team during Arena or the Coyote Den, you can basketball and volleyball. 1 
the season; each participate must find the co-ed teams playing Early registration begins Jan. 
1 
hove a Coyote One card before dodgeball at 7, 8 and 9 p.m. I, 2006. I 
Moving All Around the NBA
1 
Aaron Becker 
Staff Writer 
The National Basketball 
Association preseason started last 
week and you might not recognize 
certain players. There are many 
new faces in new places this NBA 
season. 
Dealing with teams close to 
home, the Los Angeles Lakers 
re-hired Phil Jackson as coach, 
and looking ahead for the play-
offs. Making the pl ayoffs might 
be difficu lt with Kwame Brown 
being their bigges t transaction. 
They acquired Brown in a sign-
and-trade with the Washington 
Wizards for Chucky Atkins and 
Caron Butler. They also signed . 
free-agent Aaron McKee. 
On the other side of the 
Staples Center, the Los Angeles 
Clippers picked up Sam Cassell in 
a sign-and-trade with the 
Minnesota Timber Wolves for 
Marko Jaric. They also signed 
Walter McCarty and Cutino 
Mobley. 
Eastern Conference 
Cleveland Cavaliers: Signed 
Larry Hughes, Alan Henderson, 
Damon Jones, and Donyell 
Marshall. 
Miami Heat: Signed Antoine 
Walker in a sign and trade with 
the Celtics for Qyntel Woods. 
Eddie Jones was traded to th~ 
Grizzlies for James Posey and 
Jason Williams. Rasual Butler 
was traded to the New Orleans 
Hornets and signed G~ry 
Payton. 
Detroit P.istons: Signed Dale 
Davis and liired former T-Wolves 
coach Flip Saunders. 
New Jersey Nets: Received 
Marc Jackson in a trade with the 
Philadelphia 76ers. Signed Jeff 
Mcinnis and Scott Padgett. 
Philadelphia 76ers: Signed 
Steven Hunter and Lee Nail 
Milwaukee Bucks: S~gned 1 
Bobby Simmons. 1 
The Orlando Magic: Signed 1 
Keyon Dooling and Bo Outlaw. : 
Western Conference I 
Phoenix Suns: Traded Joe ! 
Johnson for Boris Diaw, and dealt : 
Quentin Richardson to the Knicks l 
for Kurt Thomas. The Suns also : 
traded Jake Voskuhl to the : 
Charlotte Bobcats. : 
Memphis Grizzlies: Traded ! 
Bonzi Wells for Bobby Jackson & : 
signed Damon Stoudamire. : 
Utah Jazz: Signed Devin : 
' Brown and got Greg Ostertag back , 
Sacramento Kings: Signed : 
Shareef Abdur-Rahim. : 
. ' Dallas Mavericks: S1gned 1 
I 
Doug Christie. 
San Antonio Spurs: Signed l 
Michael Finley and Nick V'\~~ 
Exel. 
All this player movemeo 
should lead to an exciting 2005 
2006 NBA Season. ~ 
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Men's Soccer Feels Both Sides: 
Team Gives Out a Shutout and Takes One 
Valerie Evans 
, Staff Writer .. _~ 
. .. 
After coming off of a hard 
J~ss, 2-1 , against UC San Diego, 
CSUSB redeemed themselves by 
$hutting out Cal State Monterey 
Bay, 3-0, with two goals from 
J>t>phomore forward, Lorenzo 
~cison. 
Loson gave the Coyotes an 
early advantage against UCSD 
when he knocked in his fourth 
goal of the season in the 19th 
minute off a pass from sophomore 
forward, Brent Vander Eyke. 
The score remained 1-0 until 
the second half when UCSD's, 
Grant Nishio, slotted the ball past 
junior goal-keeper, Lucas Pepi, in 
the 54th minute. Eleven minutes 
later, the Tritons', Matthew 
Davey, had the match-winner on a 
penalty kick, which struck Pepi 's 
hand, but was unable to keep the 
game tied at 1-1 . 
" I thought that the night was 
ours when Lorenzo (Loson) 
_scored," said. ' junior midfielder, 
Russell Finch. "He scored some 
important goals for us this year 
and I was hoping this was anoth-
er." 
Unfortunately, the Coyotes 
came up unsuccessful to get past 
the Tritons defense to even the 
score once again. 
"It was a great effort by the 
team, we left everything on the 
field," said Finch. "We beat our-
selves bY. giving away two silly 
goals towards the end." 
CSUSB was determined to 
come out on top when facing Cal 
State Monterey Bay. Senior mid-
fielder, Kenny Castellanos, put 
San Bernardino on the board in the 
13th minute off a free kick from 
senior forward, Barry Steele. 
Loson also tacked on a goal off a 
free kick from Steele, in the 26th 
mihute to take the pressure off the 
Coyotes defense. 
Loson added his sixth goal of 
the season in the 68th minute on a 
through ball, past the Otters 
defense from Finch. 
"I \_¥as proud with the per-
formance of the team and with the 
success we had in conference so 
far," said Castellanos. "There are 
games we should have won and 
hopefully we can ·learn from our 
mistakes and 'finish the season off 
strong." 
Steele is now leading the 
Coyotes in points with five goals 
and five assists, totaling 15. Loson 
is right on Steele's heels with six 
goals and two assist for 14 points. 
Robert Whitehead/CSUSB' 
Loson (L) & Barry Steele lead the team in points. 
CSUSB will head up north 
once again to take on Chico .State 
and Cal State Stanislaus. 
omen's Soccer Goes Under·.500 
Valerie Evans 
Staff Writer 
·esusB women's · occer 
redeemed themselves after a 5-0 
loss to University of California 
San Diego, by beating California 
State Monterey Bay 3-0 in a 
California Collegiate Athletic 
Association match . at Coyote 
Premier Field. 
Junior 'midfielder, Aurora 
Medina, had two goals against 
Monterey Bay to help clinch the 
win for the 'Yotes. ·Medina mus-
tered up her first goal of the sea-
son in the 11th minute of the 
match, from a . rebound shot 
beyond the 18 yard-line from 
freshman defender, Casey Clark. 
Medina got her second goal in 
the 48th minute on a short range 
shot in the box off of a pass from 
senior forward, Candice Carter. 
Senior forward, Valerie Evans 
secured the' victory with an easy 
one-touch past Monterey Bay 
keeper Valentina Valdez, on a 
tbrough ball from Clark. 
"It was the ftrst time in the 
season where the coaches and 
bench felt relaxed," said Coach 
Noah Kooiman. "l f we play like 
we did against Monterey Bay 
every game then we should have 
no trouble in our up and coming 
matches." 
Unfortunately, the 'Yotes did-
n't receive that memo when play-
ing UCSD at their home field. 
It was a hard fought battle in 
the first half between the two 
teams, until UCSD 's Kelly 
Cochran broke through with a goal 
in the 41st minute to lead the 
game, l-0, at half time. 
Just 47 seconds into the sec-
ond half, UCSD Ali Lay slipped 
through the Coyotes defense and 
scored a second time with an assist 
from Cochran and teammate 
Heaihe; Szafraniec. ' 
·Coyotes were shut down by 
the UCSD defense with six shots 
on goal ami having only three to 
be saved by UCSD's keeper, Mia 
Shirley. 
The Coyotes have a tough 
schedule in front of them as they 
go on three road trips to play the 
number one and two ranked teams 
in tpe northern division, as well as 
Cal State Los Angeles. 
Robert Whltehead/CSUSB 
Aurora Med ina(L) & Va le rie Evans led the team agains t CSUMB. 
Cross Country: On The Run 
... 
. Courtesy Of 
Coyotes Online 
, Tanya Zeferjahn ran one of 
'the fastest 6,000 meters ever for ·a 
Cal State San Bernardino cross 
pountry runner, leading the 
Coyotes to a fifth-place ftnish 
overall and second place among 
NCAA Division II teams Saturday 
at the UC Sa1,1 Diego Tritons 
Invitational. 
... · Zeferjahn, a senior all-
..American, finished third in the 
~;.erall standings and second 
.. . ~ong Division II runners, com-
' the 6K course in 22:18.9, 
shy of her all-time best of 21:59 
but an outstanding time on the 
demanding Tritons course. 
CSUSB finished wi th 166 
points in the overall standings, 
trailing ftrst-place UCSD (39 
points), Indiana University/Purdue 
( 61 ), the Cal Coast Track Club 
(66), and UCSD Alumni (1 54). 
Seventeen teams and 184 runner~ 
competed in the race. 
The Coyotes fmished ahead 
of Cal State Northridge, UC 
Irvine, Albion College, New 
Mexico Highlands, University of 
San Diego, Cal State Bakersfield, 
Alliant International. 
Zeferjahn trailed the individ-
ual champion Mimi Hodgins of 
UCSD in Division 11. Hodgins fm-
ished in 21:53.5. 
CSUSB, competing withqut 
the services of its impressive 
freshman Jordan Arnswald, got 
sterling performances from sopho-
mores Holly DiGerolamo and 
Megan Holt who fmished 53rd 
and 54th overall but 17th and 18th 
in D-11 in 24:38 and 24:40 respec-
tively . 
Junior Becky Southworth was 
64th overall and 22nd in Div. II 
with a time of 24:52, followed by 
freshman Kari Brandt in 77th 
place overall, 25th in Div. II, 
' timed in 25':20. 
Freshmen Kristen Torrez 
(25:34.2) and Sucy Munoz (26:08) 
also competed along with junior 
Andrea Brandt (28:00). 
In Division II ·scoring, 
CSUSB was second to UCSD (19) 
with 54 points followed by New 
Mexico Highlands, Cal State 
:. Robert Whitehead/CSUSB Bakersfield and Alliant 
: .a nya Zeferja hn (middle ) and Holly DiGerolamo set the pace ' International. 
-
Robert Whitehead/CSUSB 
Fr. outside hitte r Traci Weamer digs the ball during a match. 
Road Woes for Volleyball: 
Team ·starts Off 0-2 in Five Game Road Trip 
Erin Hinojosa 
Staff Writer 
Cal State Los Angeles and 
Cal State Bakersfield have some-
thing to be proud of when it 
comes to the CSUSB's volleyball 
team. 
The match up between 
CSULA and CSUSB was a let 
down for ·s an Bernardino, Friday, 
Oct. 7. 
Out of the four matches, 
CSUSB came out on top for only 
one. The 16th ranked Golden 
Eagles put tremendous force into 
their performance and came out 
on top in three of the four games 
with smiles on their faces . 
CSUSB, ranked No. 6, tried 
to come on strong in the first 
game, but CSULA started the 
game with a giant lead of 10-4. 
San Bernardino's attempt to come 
l?ack was impressive, but not 
enough to win. Los Angeles led 
by over 12 points late m tbe game 
and freshman, Traci Weamer, 
made a service error that ended 
the game with a score of 30-19. 
Game two was much of the 
same story for the 'Yotes. The 
Golden Eagle's opened up the 
g~me with a lead of 14-4. The 
lead continued and the Coyote's 
struggled to keep up with the 
Golden Eagles. Sophomore, 
Sharea Drawn; played exception-
ally, but the game ended with a 
score of 30-1 8. 
San Bernardino showed Los 
Angeles what they were made of 
when they came back in game 
three. The motivation from Coach 
Kim Cherniss made a huge differ-
ence in the second half. The 
Coyotes made a point to keep the 
score within a;hree-point margin 
the entire game. Once again, 
Drawn showed her skills with a 
kill that ended the game at 30-25. 
With one win under their belt, 
CSUSB tried their hardest to get 
another during game four. The 
match was very exciting with a 
two-point margin from both 
teams. 
CSUSB thrived on CSULA's 
many errors and began to lead 
with 17- 13; however, due to a 
service error by senior, Cristen 
Trent, and multiple errors by 
sophomore, Katie Hatch, -they 
gave the win away with a final 
score of 23-22. 
CSU Bakersfi~ld swept our 
Coyotes off their feet in a match 
up, Oct. 8. Out of the three 
matches, the Coyote's played hard 
but never came out on top. 
The entire Coyote team got a 
workout trying to keep up with the 
many kills put on by Bakersfield. 
Drawn, Weamer, and senior, Amy 
Long, claimed match-high honors 
with a shocking I 0 kills. 
2005-2006 Remaining Schedule 
12ill Oppone nt Time 
(Home contests in bold CAPS) 
Oct. 15 a t UC San Diego CCAA Match 
7p.m. 
Oct. 21 a t Cal State Monterey Bay CCAA Match 
7 p.m. 
Oct. 22 a t Sonoma State CCAAMatch 
1 p.m. 
Oct. 28 CHICO STATE CCAA Match 
7 P.M. 
Oct. 29 CAL STATE STANISLAUS CCAA Match 
3 P.M. 
Nov. 2 CAL STATE L.A. CCAA Match 
7 P.M. 
Nov. 4 CAL STATE BAKERSFIELD CCAA Match 
7 P.M. 
Nov. 11 at Cal State Dominguez Hi lls CCAA Match 
7p.m. 
Nov. 12 at Cal Poly Pomona CCAA Match 
7p.m. 
Nov. 17-20 NCAA Pacific Regional TBA 
Dec. 1-3 NCAA Nationa l Championship TBA 
Robert Whitehead/CSUSB 
The CSUSB Volleyball team looks to continue the ir s uccess. 
Men's Basketball: 
. Coming Back for More 
Courtesy of 
Coyotes Online 
The CSUSB 'S men's bas- • 
ketball teain begins formal pre-
season practice Saturday as it 
prepares ·for a 2005-06 campaign 
with 13 new faces on the court. 
Despite the infl~x of new-
comers and the fact only one 
starter from the 2004-05 CCAA 
co-champion team is back, Head 
Coach Jeff Oliver said his play-
ers are "a good group that I think 
will upho\d the tradition of the 
program." 
The new faces wi II be tested 
early. The Coyotes open with 
back-to-back exhibitions at 
Loyola-Marymount University 
and USC on Nov. 12-13. Both 
Division I teams have new 
coaches who were hired to turn 
their programs around. 
The games that count start 
Nov. 18-19 at the SODEXHO 
Tip-Off Classic in Seattle, 
Washington, facing Northwest 
Nazarene and host Seattle 
Paciftc University. 
Also on the non-conference 
schedule is Findlay, Ohio, : 
ranked No. 1 in the final NCAA 
Division II poll of 2004-05 and : • 
No. 6 in the pre-season rankings · 
just released, along with Texas ' 
A&M Commerce, Western ' 
. •.Missouri State and Grand 
Canyon. 
"We're not as big as last • 
year but we have more depth.," 
said Oliver. "We have a lot of 
guys 6-3 to 6-5 who are good 
athletes. That will help us out on 
the defensive side of the ball." 
However, it wtll take time 
for the newcomers to digest the 
Coyotes system that has enabled 
Oliver and Associate Head 
Coach Paul Trevor to post a 70-
16 record with three CCAA con-
ference titles in his first three 
seasons at CSUSB. 
"We'll have to see how they 
come together," said Oliver. 
"Offensively, one of big things to • 
overcome is that we have 13 new 
people in the program. It will • 
take time for us to jell as a 
group." 
The returning players 
include 6-3 senior guard Curtis 
Williams, who averaged 11 
points in 2003-04 but sat out last 
season; 6-5 senior wing James 
Perkins (8.6 ppg and 4.9 
rebounds in 2004-05); senior 
point guard Antoine Parker; 6-7 
junior forward David Reichel; 67 
3 sophomore guard Khorry 
Lewis and 6-6 junior forward 
Yoseph Yaisrael. 
Oliver said he wasn't con-
cerned that CSUSB was not , 
included in the Division II Top 
25 pre-season poll or Street & 
Smith's Division II Top 10. 
"We've only been included 
one year since I've been the , ; 
coach. It's going to come down ' 
to who is ranked where when the 
first regional poll comes out. 
That's when the real ran kings : ~ 
kick in." : 
As far as the CCAA confer- ; , 
ence is concerned, the Coyotes • ~ 
open on the road at Cal State 
L.A. and Cal State Bakersfield 
on Dec. 2-3. Oliver said Sonoma 
State figures as the favorite to 
win the conference. 
"They only lost one player ' 
.. 
from a team that should have 
been in the tournament last , 
year," he said. Cal Poly ' 
Pomona, the CCAA co-champ ' 
and West Region champion, 
has size and experience return- • 
ing. Cal State Bakersfield is 
"very talented" and has a new 
coach. 
"Overall, I think this is the 
toughest schedule we've had 
since I' ve been here," said 
Oliver. 
